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A rollover accident is a serious automobile accident—often severe and sometimes fatal. Is there something you can do to receive some compensation for your extensive damages? Contact our Cleveland car accident lawyer and find out immediately.




Our Cleveland car accident attorneys at Ryan LLP are here to help you with your compensation claim. You may win claims for property damage, medical bills, rehabilitation expenses, and more.




To know how we can make a difference, please give us a call at (216) 600-0308 or use our chat service on the lower right side of our website.
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How Can a Cleveland Rollover Accident Lawyer Help With Your Case?
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Nothing can take the place of the help of an experienced car accident attorney. If you got injured in a rollover accident, you likely need legal assistance for your car accident cases. It is where the help of a knowledgeable Cleveland car accident lawyer can come in handy. Here is how they can help you:









Evidence Gathering




Much time and energy go into evidence gathering in a car accident case. It is crucial to gather evidence from the accident scene and your vehicle. Evidence from the accident scene can include photographs, estimates, diagrams, and police reports. All of this evidence helps with assessing liability for your injury claim. When you meet with a car accident attorney about your case, he can tell you how much potential value your case may have based on all of this information.




Analyzing Legal Liability




When determining legal liability after a car crash, you want an attorney who will look at all the facts surrounding the accident and find proof that shows what happened. If a driver or pedestrian caused your injuries by violating traffic laws, they are legally liable for your injuries and damages resulting from their negligence.




Helping With Insurance Negotiations




Car accident victims in a rollover accident likely suffer from many different injuries, including those to their brain and spinal cord. These injuries can make it extremely difficult to negotiate with insurance companies who seem unwilling to compensate appropriately for all the pain and suffering you have endured.




Luckily, our Cleveland car accident attorney at Ryan LLP has over 50 years of experience helping our clients get the compensation they deserve from their insurance company. We know what it takes to get the most out of an insurance settlement, and we are happy to do the same for you.




Rigorous Pursuit of Your Medical Rehabilitation and Damages Claims




After an auto accident, knowing what you’re entitled to regarding medical care and compensation can be challenging. Physical, mental, and emotional recovery from a severe car crash can take months or even years. You may be dealing with expensive medical bills, lost wages from time off of work, the loss of your vehicle, and other expenses.




Suppose someone else is at fault for the accident. In that case, you need an experienced car accident lawyer who will hold them responsible and ensure to get your deserved total compensation under Ohio Law.




Ryan LLP is a Cleveland personal injury law firm that has won millions in compensation for its clients, including children injured as passengers in car crashes. Its dedication to helping people recover from severe injuries means we only stop fighting once each case is resolved.




If you’re going through a personal injury from a car, truck, or motor vehicle accident, remember that Ryan LLP can help with all your needs. To learn more about our firm and how we can assist you with your car accident claim, call us at (216) 600-030.




What Are the Different Causes of Rollover Accidents?




There are many causes of a rollover, but some are more common than others. Some factors that can lead to a rollover accident include the following:




Defects in Car Design
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Trucks and SUVs are large, top-heavy vehicles that are more likely to roll over because they have a higher center of gravity and may become unbalanced when turning. Accidents may happen if a vehicle’s design is flawed and the manufacturer does not consider the rollover risks. The failure of other car components, like unexpected tire blowouts or brakes that don’t allow a driver to slow down properly when negotiating curves in the road, causes rollovers.









Poor Roadway Design




Most roads are created and maintained by states, the federal government, or local governments, which may erect signs, fill potholes, or remove other dangers. However, a poorly designed ramp, an incorrectly placed sign, and other flawed design elements can cause terrible injuries to unwary drivers.




Poor Tire Design
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Unfortunately, tire issues are a common cause of car accidents. Defective sidewalls, bead failures, defective tire stems, and even tread cracks can result in a rollover by causing tire explosions.









Lack of Driving Skills




There are several reasons vehicles could roll over while driving on the road. Unfortunately, most of them are a result of driver error. You may not be aware, but a driver can prevent most driving and driving-related accidents if the driver takes the time to learn and practice the necessary skills.




Negligent Driving
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Rollover accidents frequently involve driver negligence, as in all motor vehicle collisions. When behind the wheel and the car is moving, a driver is negligent if he is not entirely focusing on driving. Some forms of negligence include distracted driving, sleepiness behind the wheel, exhaustion, driving while intoxicated, aggression, and ignoring the condition of the roads.









What Are the Different Injuries You Can Sustain in a Rollover Accident?




One of the main dangers of rollovers is the chance of injury caused by being tossed around inside the vehicle. So what injuries could you sustain in a rollover accident? The most common injuries suffered as a result of a rollover include the following:




Traumatic Brain Injury
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Many victims of head injuries may suffer significant losses. Traumatic brain injury victims may experience limitations in their daily lives due to losing their short-term memory, ability to focus on a task and even a significant portion of their emotional regulation abilities.









Broken Bones




Broken bones are a common injury for rollover accident victims. Drivers and passengers may be slammed inside the car due to the violent rolling action the vehicle experiences. It can happen with enough force to break bones.




Bruises and Lacerations
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Bruises and lacerations are frequently sustained after an auto accident involving two vehicles. Sadly, these kinds of injuries often leave accident victims with permanent scarring, especially when the bruises and lacerations are severe.









Long-term Disability




A long-term disability is an injury that prevents you from carrying out your regular job responsibilities or engaging in daily activities that you did before your car accident.




A long-term disability will impact you for the rest of your life. The severity of these disabilities can vary depending on your ability to work and carry out daily activities despite your injuries.




Partial to total disabilities are all possible with long-term disability.




Who’s Liable for the Rollover Accident?
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When it comes to auto accidents, the first question that usually pops into people’s minds is, “who’s at fault?” To determine liability, we must look at the contributing factors leading up to the collision. In a rollover accident, several different people could be at fault:









1. The Flipped Vehicle’s Driver




Rollover accidents are frequently the result of a driver’s lack of judgment. A vehicle, for example, can flip onto its side or even upside-down if the driver makes a sharp turn without first decelerating.




Overloading a roof rack and colliding with a low concrete barrier can cause a rollover. Whatever the underlying cause, if the driver’s poor judgment caused the accident, he is most likely liable for the resulting damages.




2. Another Driver




If a driver forces another driver to make an unsafe maneuver that causes a rollover, they may be held liable. For example, suppose you had to swerve because another driver changed lanes without checking their blind spot, and you flipped over the adjacent barrier. In that case, you may be able to hold the other driver responsible.




3. The Flipped Vehicle’s Manufacturer




Manufacturing flaws are responsible for a small percentage of rollover accidents. If none of the drivers involved in the collision were driving recklessly before the crash, your car accident lawyers would begin investigating the vehicle schematics.




If a manufacturer is at fault, all those injured in the accident may file a product liability claim against the company.




4. The Dealership’s Responsibilities




The dealership that sells cars is frequently aware of flaws in the vehicle that could later cause issues for the buyer. Accident liability may fall on the dealership’s employer or another specific person due to negligence when the dealership’s representatives fail to inform the buyer of these issues.




Depending on the circumstances of the rollover accident, the lack of information may give rise to a negligence or gross negligence personal injury claim. The severity of the car’s flaw or issue will determine the possible damage. If the new buyer is unaware that the vehicle has a salvage title, this may constitute serious negligence.




What Damages Can You Recover in a Successful Claim?




The damages you can recover in a successful claim depend on your case’s nature. As with all things legal, it’s best to check in with a Cleveland car accident lawyer if you need clarification.




In general, the following types of damage are commonly found in injury cases:




Past and Future Medical Bills
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The claim must demonstrate that someone else’s negligence led to the injuries to be eligible for financial assistance with medical expenses. You can investigate the incident and collect proof to help establish fault with the assistance of an attorney. Your approved claim may recover the following:









	Medical expenses;
	Cost of ambulance;
	Medical treatment
	Prescription drugs; and
	Physical therapy.





Lost Income




Your past and future lost wages are among the damages that can result from a motor vehicle crash. These damages cover your missed income from bonuses, commissions, tips, and any other payments you might have missed while recovering from your injuries.




More importantly, you can claim any losses in your ability to earn money due to the accident. If you become permanently disabled, your damages would be able to cover the loss of your capacity to work.




Wrongful Death
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A wrongful death claim is a way to hold people accountable for their actions and to compensate a family for the tragic loss of a loved one killed in a fatal accident or due to the negligence or intentional act of another. You may be able to recover money for funeral expenses, medical costs, lost wages, loss of future earning capacity, mental anguish, pain and suffering, and the failure of your relationship in a wrongful death action.









Pain and Suffering




The physical and emotional suffering a victim of an auto accident experiences is referred to as pain and suffering. The basis for the pain and suffering claim is the nature, extent, and likelihood of ongoing pain resulting from the injury. In addition, accident victims might also go through emotional pain that keeps them from enjoying life.




Property Damages
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Property damage claims are admissible alongside those for bodily injury. It enables car accident victims to replace damaged personal property they lost in the collision or buy a new vehicle while their injury claims are still under litigation.









Contact Our Cleveland Car Accident Lawyers at Ryan LLP for a Free Consultation
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You needed to prepare for this. You must be more stressed, confused, and worried about protecting your rights. It would be best if you had a car accident lawyer. Our experienced Cleveland car accident attorney at Ryan LLP will ensure you don’t suffer emotionally or financially after a rollover collision. We’ll listen to your situation, explore your legal options and develop a strategy to achieve your goals.




Fill out our online contact form or call us at (216) 600-0308 today to schedule a free consultation with a top-rated Cleveland car accident lawyer at Ryan LLP.
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              Have questions about your legal situation? Want to speak with lawyer today? Your first consultation is FREE! Simply complete the short and confidential form below to schedule an appointment. We'll contact you within 24 hours.			
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